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Wetnursing contract (synchoresis) 
7/6 BC 
 
(a1) Party 1 
|1 From Patrikos, the son of …, 
 
(a2) Party 2 
and from Philotera, the daughter of Moschion, |2 with as guardian her father’s (?) brother, 
Sabbataios, the son of Sabbataios. 
 
(b) Considerans 
|3 … |4 … |5 … to Philotera as his own slave |6 child, so as to rear (it) during the intervening 
period, |7 and now … to Philotera, for the past 23rd year (of Caesar Augustus), the |8 specified 
child, Mareas …, 
 
(c) Agreement proper 
|9 Patrikos agrees that he has received from Philotera |10 through … the nursing wages … and … 
and |11 Mareas in accordance with the agreement made through the tribunal |12 in the 23rd year of 
Caesar (Augustus) in Mecheir … and that no legal action |13 is left to him, nor to anyone else on 
his behalf, |14 against Philotera or her child, Mareas, neither |15 concerning the specified 
agreement, as to which he agrees that it is ineffective, |16 nor any other (obligation) whatsoever at 
all, written or unwritten, from the |17 previous times up until the present day, and he agrees to 
remove whoever |18 will initiate legal proceedings about these matters in his name |19 from the 
same (Philotera) immediately at his own expense, 
 
(d) Penalty clause 
or else, apart |20 from the fact that the matters agreed upon are effective, he agrees to pay |21 the 
damages and expenses and another 300 silver drachmas |22 just as if by virtue of a legal decision, 
 
(e) Receipt of the child 
and Philotera has received |23 from Patrikos … child, Mareas, |24 … against Philotera and the |25 
child … 


